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Study on Registration Crisis
Begins With Monday Meet
A preliminary investigation of
the registrAion crisis at SJS will
be held Monday in the President’s
conference room.
Pres. Ftobert D. Clark, ASB
President Dick Miner, and John
Vasconcellos (D-24th Dist.) will
head the investigative committee.
Representatives of departments,
along will Bill Langan, ASB vicepresitlent, and Jeff Mullins, commissioner of educational reform,
will be present as observers.
The meeting. an extention of the
registration tally last Friday, will
serve to discuss the problems and

Today’s
Summary
Of World News
Compiled fr
The
AS.40eillt ell Press
WASHINGTON
The Pentagon announced a December draft
quota of 17,500 men for both the
Army and Marine Corps yesterday.
The Army will get 15,000 and the
Mat ines 2,500.
*
*
*
PITTSIll’Itfi, Pa.
Former Air
Form General C’urtis LeMny, recently announced as George Wallace’s running mate, called for an
increased military effort in Vietnam.
*
*
*

possible alternatives, Miner said.
The rally served two purposes,
according to Miner: 1) To inform
students who had registration
problems of the means to get into
classes, and 2) To awaken Gov.
Reagan and state legislators to
the seriousness of the SJS registration clisis.
ASB officers this week placed
several students in classes they
needed, according to Jim Brewer,
ASB public relations officer.
Petitions i nd icating specific
area.s of registration problems
were handed out at the rally and
813 were returned, according to
Brevver. Pelitions were also distributed throughout this week.
"The most prevalent problem
checked by students was the possibility that they won’t be able
to graduate because they can’t get
the right classes," Brewer sail.
Both Brewer and Miner said
many students were forced to drop
out of school entirely.
COLLECT NAMES
"The rally provided us with the
opportunity to collect names and
ideas. We demonstrated to the administration that the term ’crisis’
was more than just a word,"
Brewer said. "Once they realized
the need, they were mom than
willing to cooperate and help."
The problem of registration is
an immediate and a long-range
one, according to Miner. "Right
now our immediate eoncern is to

News Center

MEXICO CITY - According t.,
an AP estimate, 25 civilians and
one policeman vvere killed yesterday in the Tlatelco District, in the
fiercest fighting so far in Mexico To
City’s student rebellion.
*

*

*

Broadcast

This Monday

BERKELEY
Black Panther
Eldridge Cleaer wound up a
The Radio and Television News
speech to an estimated 5,000 at
return
Center (RTNC) of SJS
the University of California at
Berkeley by leveling obscenities at to the air with daily programs on
Gov. Ronald Reagan.
KXRX-AM 1500, starting Monday.
"Spartan Spectrum," covering
the five maj’ar campus beats
college administration, college lacCloudy this morning with ulty, student government, student
will
ehance of a sprinkle. Gradual activities and off-campu.s
clearing this afternoon. Gener- be on at 7 p.m. "Sportsline," with
ally sunit saturda) :11111 Sun- RTNC’s Hal Ramey doing the comday except for smite bin clouds mentary, will follow at 7:05.
The RTNC produces four daily
Saturday morning. High today
at S.I S. 67. TeIllpe rat twr at radio programs for KSJS (90.7,
game Bine Saturday in Berkeley, FM), including "Newsline." "Sparfig with brisk 1101.11MIllt winds tan Spectrum." "Spartan Focus"
anti "Sport lir,
deeloping by the third quarter.

Today’s Weather

C1111cil Invites
Eldridge Cleaver
For SJS Talk
student Council condemned
the State Board of Trustees and
Governor Ronald Reagan for
actI011 taken against Eldridge
Cleaver and San FrIl 1111.4’0 StIttl,
College instructor George Murray in two resolutions passed
at Wednesday’s meeting.
By a vote of 6-2-2, council
agreed to invite Cleaver to the
S.IS campus as a guest lecturer
through the College Union Program Board.
The council voted to support
the UC student council in their
efforts to oppose sinh academic
censorship as wax 11111)0%441 by
the governor and the regents
and to offer equal support to
those instructors throughout the
state who have spoken out
against this violation.
The council voted 9-0-1 to
support SFS President Robert
Smith for his protection of academic freedom by not reassigning instruetor George :Murray.
In reaetion. ASB President
Dick Miner said.
am pleased
with the council’s quick action.
I feel it reflects the growing
awareness of the student body
that the trustee system of California State Colleges is becoming more and more Irrelevant to
the educational needs of the
students."

place students this semester, but
we have to face the fact that we
will be having the same crisis next
spring, if we don’t do something,"
Miner said.
The registration problem is not
limited to the SJS campus. Miner
pointed out Long Beach State’s
enrollment skyrocketed from 22.000 last year to 27,000 this fall.
"The crisis at Long Beach was
much worse than ours."
POSSIBLE MEET
Miner hopes to meet with state
college student mesidents to discuss the problem.
ASB officers have met with
local representatives, including
Vasconcellos, to discuss the possibility of a special session of the
state legislature to propose relief
to state colleges with registration
problems.
"We will use statements we’ve
collected, and then go to the legislature, and say. look, this is what’s
happening," Brewer said. "Now
that we’ve taken the initiative to
organize real concrete, data, we can
give them something with which
the wheels of the college can turn.
We’re going to make sure that
when the second semester rolls
around, we’ll be prepared to handle
the problem," he concluded.
111=

nauf
Students interested in taking a free non-credit driver education
course at SJS should attend a 2:30 p.m. meeting Wednesday, Oct. 9
in Industrial Arts 230. The sessions will be taught by Edwin Darland
of the Industrial Aits Department.

*

*

*

Beginning today, the Student Health Service will give free inununizations for tetanus, diphtheria -tetanus, typhoid and smallpox. Students
can receive immunizations on Fridays in Room 130 of the Health
Building at Ninth and San Carlos Streets between 1 and 4 p.m.
*
*
*
Auditions for various broadcast positions with KSJS, the campus
FM radio station, will be held from noon to 1 p.m. today in SD121.
Students who are interested but unable to make it at that dine are
a.sked to sign up on the bulletin board outside SD132.
*
*
*
Ernest Mandel, world-famous Marxist economist and scholar, will
speak on "The May Revolution in France" today at 12:30 on Seventh
Street in front of the cafeteria. He will also lead a seminar at 2:30
on "Marxist Economics and Contemporary Capitalism" in Cafeteria
A and B.

*

*

K. Lowell Gaither, assistant to the president of the Iliff School of
Theology, of Denver, Colo., will be on campus Oct. 8 from 8 a.m. to
noon to interview prospective students. Students intemsted in graduate
studies in theology may make appointments with the Placement Center, Bldg. AA on Ninth Sliver.

Voice Mixed Views

By JUDIE DF:CKER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Faculty organizations registered
a mixed response yesterday to
Pres. Robert D. Clark’s warning
that reductions in pity would be
instituted for theste refusing to
accept 12-unit teaching loads next
semester.
Dr. Lawrence B. Lee, president
of the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP),
stated his organization supports
Pres. Clark’s positivm.
Dr. Lee said the AAUP is not
participating in the campaign for
a nine unit teaching load, although
individual members may have
signed the nine-unit pledge.
Lef. cited the national AAUP
"Statement on Faculty Workload,"
which states that a 12-unit load
is "necessary for any institution
of higher education seriously intending to achieve and sustain
an adequately high level of faculty
effectiveness in teaching and scholarship."
FLEXIBILITY NEED
Dr. Lee also explained there is
a need for flexibility in the teach-

ing load, but AAUP is csnicerned
the nine-unit load campaign might
lead to an even more critical
class short -7,e in the spring.
A different view-point was expressed by Dr. Eldred Rutherford,
president of Local 1362 of the
American Federation of Teachers
(AFT), who said, "I feel it’s unfortunate that Pres. Clark had to
issue Chancellor Dumke’s punitive directives. We are fully committed to continue our efftmts
on this campaign for redistributing the faculty workload, and on
other campaigns aimed at reforming this educational system."
’UNFORTUNATE’
Basic agreement with Dr. Rutherford’s st atement w a s expressed by Dr. Marvin Lee, president of the Association of California State College Professors
(ASCSP), who said, "I regard it
as unfortunate that Dr. Clark
feels it necessary to make comment since our issue is with the
Board of Trustees and the legislature."
Dr. Lee added he thinks "ev-

Sacramento Seminar

Dr. Cabrera Urges
Chicano Unification
SACRAMENTO (AP) Moderates as well as militants among
California’s Mexican - Americans
were urged yesterday to band together to gain the benefits of
"gringo-dominated" society.
Dr. Arturo Cabrera, head of
Mexican-American Educators, and
SJS professor of education, told
a Sacramento State College weeklong seminar on racism, "Militancy is here to stay
a necessity. The squeaking wheel gets the
grease."
Negro psychiatrist Price Cobbs
of San Francisco warned the seminar Wednesday night not to underestimate the anger of Black
people over White racism.
’NEWS FOR YOU’
"I have news for yeti, Eldridge
Cleaver is not the only angry
Black man in the state of Cali -

Picketing Begins
Picketing began yesterday afternoon in front of Lucky Store (Santa Clara Street between Sixth and
Seventh) in support of the United
Farm Worker’s Organizing Committee’s (UFWOC) international
table grape boycott.
Sixty-five SJS students have
signed for picket duty, UFWOC
organizer Andres Chavez told the
Daily after an organizing meeting Wednesday night.

fornia," Cobbs said, "There might
even be a Black man pushing a
broom around the State Capitol
, .. saltier than Eldridge Cleaver."
Cleaver, Black Panther party
minister tot’ information, spoke at
the college earlier Wednesday.
Cleaver said the nonviolent movement for civil rights ended with
the assassination of Martin Luther
King Jr. He sprinkled his talk
with obscenities directed at Gov.
Reagan and political and business
"pigs" in general.
’ALL TECHNIQUES’
Dr. Cabrera made it clear his
idea of militancy stopped short of
violence. He said Chicanos (Americans of Mexican descent) should
use "all of the techniques available
to us under the Bill tif Rights."
(7obbs, who teaches at the University of California Medical Center, said Blacks confront White
racism every day.
"The mental set that brought
slavery into being has never been
relinquished," Cobbs said. "The attitudes born of that time continue
in modern White character traits."
Cobbs said that vtben Blacks
complain of police brutality, smciety is sure the police were justifiably provoked. But when Whites
complain, he added, society becomes convinced Police brutality
exists.

feryone from the trustees on down"
agrees with the idea
a
unit load, but opposes making it
official. "The chancellor seems to
be saying to get it secretly, but
that’s dishonest," he said.
ENDORSEMENT
A second endorsement of Pres.
Clark’s statement came from Dr.
Lawrence Pugno, president of the
California College and University
Faculty Assn. (CCUFA-CTA), who
said, "Personally, I am supporting
the nine-unit load." But, he added,
"I am aLso not in favor of some
of the power plays that are being
suggested on campus."
Dr. Pugno said he felt the goal
could be obtained through ’’more
traditional channels," such as the
Academic Council and legislation.
Dr. Pugno empha.sized that he is
not speaking on behalf of CCUFA,
as the organization has not yet
had a chance to discuss the issue
formally.
Dr. Clark’s statement stated if
SJS went to a nine-unit teaching
load, then 350 additional professors would need to be hired and
if all 19 state colleges did so,
some $30 million would have to
be added to the state college budget.
He also warned that, "The suddenness of the change, without
adequate planning, would create
chaotic and, for students, an intolerable instructional situation."

’Schism, Conflict’
Topic of Lectures
On African Nation
"Africa: Continent in Crisis," a
lecture series presented jointly by
the African Studies Program and
the College Union Program Board,
will start Monday in E132 from
7 to 10 p.m.
The African Studies Program
will focu.s on the theme "Schism
and Conflict in Selected African
Countries." Each lecturer is known
for his research in African history
and will present a general lecture
in his specialty.
The lecture series is free to the
public. All interested persons are
invited to attend.
Dr. Louis Gann, author of five
books on Central Africa, will present "Rhodesia, Evolution or Revolution?" on Nov. 14. Martin Legassik, assistant pmfessor of history
at University of California at Santa Barbara (UCSB) and a Rhodes
Scholar, will speak on ’The Republic of South Africa" Dec. 9.
’The Civil War in the Sudan"
will be discussed by Dr. Robert
Collins, author and associate professor of history at UCSB, (m
Dee. 13.

What Will the Situation B e Monday?
Cafeteria Strike
May Be Averted
Depending on continued negotit ions wit h representat ives of
strike bound SJS cafeteria workers, Spartan Cafeteria may appear
Monday as either void of food
mid students (photo on left) or
xith business as usual (photo on
Yesterday afternoon ASB leaders met with an official from the
Union of State Employees fUSE1
Local 411. and parted on a friendly
note
that an agreement might
be reached providing future employment of cafeteria personnel
strongly directed toward students.
ASB Treasurer Dave Aikman,
a member of Spartan Shops, Inc.,
which is thr student financed oporation managing the cafeteria.
expressed etmcern about "MaXiStudent
employment and
MUM
prorated union fees."
Rex Kennedy. USE official, said
he would work out an arrangement hut "not at the expense of
present Spartan Cafeteria employees."
In rase of a strike, Spartan
Shops. Inc., may run the cafeteria
on a limited basis.
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MERE. Acte.
seDS
iNTNE. Doctm. FIRST we TELL ti4em
Aeour
Hoc() PIE Peocte OP cAorealuitt
vemr niwoms OF cou..tmS To

KEN, oN, jo111).\\
To boy grapes or not to buy grapes:
111e 11111..1 ill!! that Will be &ken
111.1t
the heads of many SJS students.
k,hetliii they like it or not. in weeks
come.
The picket lim which tool. position
s s-terday at the local Lucky Store
will lime the effect of foreing a
and or moral decision from slit"" "light "11141;11’0Y
dou
.1111011

11111.’411MS,

Dr1;ISII

to ignore the pickets and
Illei,i011
-hop at Lucky is too act in fasor of
.111,rnia table grape growers. who
1,ing struck because they don’t
. allow unioms for their farm workers.
decision to shop elsewhere is to
Farm orkthe 1
act in fasor
.,ers trganizing Committee I FA OC).
:whivh claim- to speak for the majority
:oof California farm workers in its acitis its for unionization.
4 Both sides !lase deseloped strong
Ica -es on paper.
liENEFITs
lte growers point mit that wages
zat? id fringe benefits in California are
onion.,r the hest in the country and that
:this has esods 141 Witlilltit unions. They
ialso
fignres which claim 1 IA’S OC
;hasn’t the majority supliort of farm
i’workers. Further. they remonstrate.
:1grossors cannot pay,. titurlt higher
:wages without going into the red. If
’,farm ssorkecs N% ere to strike at liar:
:sest
!lies say they’d be ruined.

; ,

?
:

Bv 1.11tAINE N.INI.N10441
Vs ell. guess it’s all right if vou don’t
mind rolling mit of heti each morning instead of getting- out
note: as of this
writing there are no beds yet.1
Anil cold slitiiers aren’t AO
y011
get usetl to them . . . suppose. Besides,
there’s always the alternatiie of bathing
:mil washing your hair in the middle of
the afterm ttttt %lieu there is hot water
available.
And walking up eight flights of stairs
because the eleiators are always too
crouded or out -of-order reallv is good
exercise or so my Inkfriend keeps telling
me.
Alall 100k at the good side of a no-phone
situation
. what better way to avoid a
creepie when he
get ill t011ell with
you. Mut it does work the other way
also. when there is someone you like would
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Grape Question

11’01/111e

New Dorm
Not So Bad
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1 heir wage- may be higher than elselore. farm workers admit. but $1.50
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an hour airage 1907 wage which includes lion-ing is meant to seme an
entire family and is only reeeked the
nine to 10 months of the year when
there is work.
Figures show far fewer than the
actual number of union members because moist of them are out on strike
and -replaced ... with strikebreakers.
many . .. imported front Alexiem- according tti a I. FA OC. release.
CONTI{ %CA’S
Thirteen contracts were signet! in
1966 with witie grape growers: the
contracts include no-strike clauses and
all but one grower is still in the grape
lousiness.
Ilearint, these sitles eold. it might
he iliffitult to decide who is right.
1 know that had I not seen with my
eyes inequities on the part of the
growers. I too might still be confused.
\ ILLE
A
I happened it, make friends last
spring with union organizers in Watson% ille.
ith them I visited workers so freslt
from Mexico the entire consersation
hail to be in Spanish. I saw paycheck
stubs for women for $1.35 an hour,
it blatant %iodation of the $1.65 an
minimum wage law.
hour
111:1’RESENTATION
I saw how the local Eeonomic Opportunity Commission, structured by
pro.grower people. gime only about
one-eighth representation to the poor.
in this case farm workers.
1 saw the migtant camps where
many must Ike: tiny. isolated. uninsulated huts with only a stove. a bunk
bed and a couple of chairs.
BETTER LIFE
I saw. in stun. that in a number of
cases the growers’ claims are not true,
and I saw the ITFWOC movement as
an honest effort to better the way of
life of a poor people.
It is hoped students will take the
alone -written into consideration when
they shop again.
Students may lime to go far out of
their way to find a store that does not
sell grapes. but it does not seem too
much to ask for a cause that is just.

UTT)11014 OF HOW 9-1E

sourer
/WAS woRKEDouti Ti-ickt
ragtits-, ) N)corne WPM-IPA-n-4)11N TIMM
AND
EpAvite, mem 4,4.10 Thea PAREAnS
Ftst Nor vorifiCrcoR mete AID 12) 16-14
cx..
eouurnoki;

AFrea Thew met?
-so we DErmemu maia. PtuncAt.
APPLtAilokiS AND cApiriluzE OM THEM

IN
rU 0 e.S
HAS SroPPED
Thee/ FROM
corARAINWG- Araot7r 1HE
8F_Ds, Our movJ

Anyways
And men if there isn’t any air conditioning al111 11 geln little warm: haven’t
!,int milked the s Le-tinted windows and
the wide window ledges to lay out on?
And who would dare 111 climb the walls
to the eighth 1.1or
that eliminates
the fear of a panty raid ... or maybe the
fun.
And living below a men’s floor hasn’t
been too bad except %hen the noises they
make past midnight sound like they’re
playing jacks N11111 a lead hall....

we HAve Tao Kist/Rant, pARAt4oloSip
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Annual Series Ritual
Promotes Worshippers
By (:%1I’t

if lie doesn’t

.1111%1

Ilp

al

V* 1111

Tweniy-one square inches of proof that
the forward steps of
are iniersely
proportional to the hacksiard steps of
man’, stupidit in its la, are right Inks
blasting Ille ill
11111011411 1..11.11 of
Ile, 21
cubicles of
electronic \sootier is ta4 copied only bv
white dancing dots. ’to to 40 ees are intently foul’s -tit ito their direction.
Apparentli the reception in thc Journalism (lassroom Building isn’t the best.
.Apparentli no one seems to vary
E..es digging- throttith the Int/ tor a
glimpse of
happening.
begun.
The great 1merie,itt ritual
and life in our land cease- for a ,eietedity
religious cerentork. in %illicit the electronic wizard is worshipped.
Noise. Not sound. Noi,e. Just a garble
of enthusiastic frothing by ttitir tipieal
sports announcer.
Volume so loud I ot’t distinguish a
single word.
I am poill.2 10 ar.11011111.1 1,1111 110 slight
amount 4)1 pride that I 414)11’1 know %%Ito
NaN. 11111il
I
is plaiing in
walked int,. the !spatial) Dail office. I
didn’t eteit Lim% titat the holy diks were
once again upon us.
1/id our leader throw out the fitst ball?
could not find
Not sure, hut my guts-, ititne. I hear lie has decided to dettote full
titne to peace-keeping efforts around the
world. God Bles. America. God Bless I.BJ
nC1111(.1.

ill

Campus
Closeups

apple

and mother in tow.
This. after all. is tradition. American
t rad Ilion.
%I least one other peace-keeper will he
on hand. :-ctiator and fornier baseballnik
Eugene NleCarthv will report on the religions festiiities for Life magazine. Cut
short a iacati tttt 1111 the Riviera to do so.
Let’s hear tt for an ev-thanipion of
mankind.
Bark! (hit of the foghorn’s voice an
audible word or 1%,i1. Seellel like several
old testaments 11.1%. 1.11111e era.hillg down
already. First fly ball to be caught by a
left fielder after second out of third inning
of first !2:11/1e. First WOIllall trampled by
little
sceking artifact. First shortstop circtonsized lk smashing line (trite.
Fade back into blaring never-never land.
-4,m-et:tries keep track of office pools. High
hool 1).E. classes prempted by "educational !elm ision.- Barroom signs -- watch
it here in lising color. Worship here in
living eolor, America.
Here we are watching it in liNing fuzz.
Not het.ause
eall Pee it. NO1 beVallSe it
real!), matters. Simplv because tracliti tttt
most be carried 011.
pie

hill/II

Policy Note
Editor’s Note: The opinions expressed in Staff
Comments and Thrust. and Parry are those of the
individual authors and do not necessarily reflect
the editorial policy of the Spartan Daily.

RESERVED SEATS NOW AT BOX OFFICE OR BY MAIL!
COLUMBIA PICTURESandRASTARPRODUCLIONSoresent

BARBRA

OMAR

STREISAND

SHARIF

By DOANE YAWGER
Camptin Liaison Editor
Members of the Mexican-American Student Association at East Los Angeles College are now hying given free housing,
thanks to a non-profit corporation, \casco,
which is a combination of four participating companies.
A remodeled ’Victorian style home will
house approximately 1(1 MASA students,
if they are able to maintain or raise their
GPA’s each semester. "Item" money is
returned in the form of it scholarship.
Students with low grade points will be
"evicted" unless there are unusual circumstances. The project has receited endorsement from Gov. Reagan. Eight other
homes for Mexican-Americans are forseen,
according to the Campus News.
East Los Angeles College has its own
problems getting a quorum for its A.S.
Council. At a September meeting. 14 voting
positions were unfilled.
*
*
*
kill the Associated
Student apalli
4tis Students organization at Chaffey
College, the Collegiate Press said. Dean of
Teilsworth, said
student :tett% ities.
AWS club officials will ineet to decide
the organization’s future.

STUDENTS ONLY
Every Friday, Saturday, and Sunday during October
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Bollinger Defines Job:
’Nothing But Problems’
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By .111.:1:10 PEIMOTTI
spartati Daiiv staff Writer
If you really enjoy a job whirl’
is "blessed" with problems, then
you would feel comlortable aS
perintendent of buildings and
pounds at SJS.
Byron Bollinger, who recently
assumed this administrative po.,iBon, honestly and somevstat humorously defines his job re; "nothing but problems."
I3eginning his duties as superintendent last July 1, I3ollinger W:IS
SeleCted tiy an administrative committee comprised of Pres. Robert
BYRON BOLLINGER
D. Clark; Dr. William J. Distil.
.. new superintendent of building and grounds
executive vice president; anti Glenn
Guttormscn, director of financial
affairs. He ieplaced former superintendent John Amos, who had
retired.
"There is definitely nothing boring about my job," the amiable
Bollinger admitted. He said, "it
from the United student has upon reaching termin- seems like there is a new problem
A di),
and challenge every minute."
States I), i. Intent of the Army ation with the ROTC program.
Currently the biggest problem
to all militaiy science professors
Up until this time. a graduating
inivitable park actuating a change in the three ROTC student had three choices facing him is the
choices a ROTC student has for of which arm of the service he
his preference in military armed wished to go into. Only one of
service may affect the future of those choices had to be with a
280 ROTC students at SJS.
combat arm of the Army, and comAccording to Col, Eclgar Colla- bat arms were describer! as either
day, chairman of the Department infantry, artillery or armor.
of Militiny Science. an ambiguousUnder the most recent directive.
ly worded directive has been re- two choices must be with a comceived eoncerning the choices a bat arm, and combat arm had

U.S. Army Issues Changes
In ROTC Military Choices

Recreation Seniors
Work WO Youths
In State Schools

Army Corps of Engineers, Signal
Corps and military intelligence
added to it.
The directive reads: "Two
choices must be composed of a
combat arm. A choice must he
artillery, armoi or infantry. Another choice must be artillery.
armor, infantry, intelligence, Corps
of Engineers or Sigla Corps, but
it can’t duplicate the other choice
in armor, artillery or infantiy.
Another choice can be another
service that (Fitts not appear in
the other two ehoices."

iii, es are involved in
Two sits;
a unique cc, cation project with
juvenile delinquents from all over
California.
Hank Williams, 32, and Bonnie
Chew, 21. are partivipating in a
semester Intel nship in two California Youth Authority schools in
Stockton.
Williams will work at the Carl
Holten School, which functions for
"To hill A Mockingbird"
16 to 18 year old boys. Miss Chew
tonight’s
will work nt the O. H. Close the film feature for
Peck Is
School. Both students will live at Friday Flick. Gregory
school facilities in Stockton, try- seen in his Academy Award wining to improve staff functions for ning performance 111% a southern
the boys who are serving indeter- lawyer attempting to minimize
minate sentences for a gamut of the traits of Mans! and prejudice In the growing 11111111% of hiss
tionsgressions against society.
’’Our purpose," says 1A’illiams, tWo young children.
"Beep fieep," :I roadrunner
"is to help orient the staffs to the
%1141W11. The
need for recreational emphasis in cartoon. will ASO
films will 1/1, %11,1W11 ill 11111-11%
the correction process." He points
sl
s
Dailey Auditorium.
out that the schools are "probbeginning at 7 and HI p.m.
ably the most elaborate correcAdmission is 4.1 vents.
tional inst t of ions for youth in the
world, in terms of recreational
facil it ies."
Miss Chew says. "Recreation
can be ;in invaluable catalyst bemeen the therapist and the youth.
It can provide a common meeting
ground for communication, through
Rush tea, sponsored by the Kayparticipating by the counselor."
dett Corps, women’s auxiliary to
Army ROTC, veill be held on Sunday, 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. on
the third floor of MacQuarrie Hall.
All interested coeds with a
2.25 grade point average and at
least one semester completed and
one year left in school may attend.
Kaydettes act as official hostesses for Army ROTC as well as
servicing the school and the colA 11011.11 publisher in Chicago reege community.
puns there is a simple technique
for acquiring a powerful memory
The members are currently planwhirl’ can pa, N011 real di, ideloi.
ning this year’s events including
and social ad.
in boll,
a fashion show; hostesses to Presvanceinent and works like magic
ident Robert Clark; a homecoming
to give ,oli added ’Mine. 111.1.1.SsIlry
pops..
greater
tool
arlfessurislence
float and the annual military ball.
larity.
Areoroling to this publisher.
mom pi old, do not realize him
witch
could influence otherremembering aveurate.
evcrt thing they see. hear. or
read. Whether in businese. at 1,11.
ft1111.6111114 Ilr 1,01 in casual
conservation with Ile. acquaintannounced
ances. there are ways in which
for the Lass* School admission test,
li111 rall
situation
required by most law schools for
by ’our
ttt remember.
To acquaint the readers of this
admission,
paper with the easy.to.follow rules
The first test is Saturday, Nov.
for developing skill in remember9, with the deadline for registrareing /111)111111lt
rhollse to
111
tion on Oct. 19. The next test will
have
member.
the
publishers
printed full
of their self.
be given Feb. 8, with the registraWanting method
a 111,1 111111k.
tion deadline on Jan. 18. These
11.1.
"
Mures in MellIIIrl."
first two tests are recommended
he mailed free tit miy
by the Educational Testing Ser0111’ 1,1111 request. it.
lion. Staid your 1111111e. address.
vice because most law schools
\ le
and z.ip rode
, Stitches.
choose their fall students in the
935 pi,ersey
16’spring and the next two tests are
819. Chicago. III 61,611
postcard will do.
not scheduled until April 12 and
Atig 2.

"Friday Flicks"

lents,
their
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.II be
retainlorses
other
rseen,
own
A.S.
oting

iated

iaffey
an of
said
leeitle
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Twelve Vietnamese students are
continuing their studies at SJS
while 12 more started in summer
school and are now pursuing their
majors here this fall as part of
the Vietnamese Scholarship-Leadership Program sponsured by
the Office of International Training of the Agency for International Development (AID).
Students are given an intensive F:nglish language and orientation program in addition to matriculation in the subject area of
their choice. A majority of them
study engineering.
The AID program gives students
the opportunity ro pursue their
irwn academic interests so they
may return to their homeland and
apply their education and skills.
Continuing students from Vietnam are: Nguyen Ngoe Bich. Trinh
Quang Binh, Hun Cuong, Nguy
Hieu De, Le Thuc Hai. Le Khac
Hien. Vu Van Huan, Dong Sang
Luong, Doa Van Thang, Huynh
Khanh Thien, Vu Chi Thein and
Ly Gia Tin.
Other new Vietnamese students
are: Nguyen Tang Huyen, Nghiem
Phi Khaoh. Le Thanh Long, Ngo
Thanh Nhan, Nguyen Dai Nhiem.
Nguyen Van Quyen, Nguyen Alai
Son and Vu Quang Viet.

netnher
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Petitioners Want New Building Named Wright Tower
and

-.1
1..,
dean from Frestio State College
proposing tot the School ol Folviitsv a Ito- cante. to SJS in 1939. lie received
isition he has held sae i Pi57, Ile his doctorate in education from the
thzit their new building, scheduled
Cil.greeS I
ill, 1/ A
ing crisis on cammis. During the for occupancy early in 1971, 1.
iiast few weeks at least half his
named Wright Tower in honor
time has been siren; trying to cope
Dr. Milburn D. Wright, dean
wttit Ibis Problematic headache.
Phone ealls from irate patents the School of Business.
The 10 floor tower with a foil,
avking where they can apply pres111%1
sure to help alleviate the lack of floor I. shaped classroom wing .
parking facilities around campus to be located on Ninth St. acros.
have been
chief source of time from the Health Building. It will
consumption for the busy superin- cost approximately $4 million
contain 145.300 square feet.
tendent.
The building will include co!,
N111.111-143411.
IP. 11r -T terente, lectuie. seminar and sr..
Act,rtlilir,
11,1111rgoi
tui cial purpose rooms as well a.
rval edict in sit...hi is 101
years away when a ni.% multi- ulty and administrative 0111,
Dr. Wright has been re-app,11
level garage on San Fernando
Street will he completed. Con :1111010n on the 2,000 ear garage
is set to start next April.
He admitted regretfully that in
the meantime the parking situation "will get a lot worse before
it gets any better."
Vi’hen not overwhelmed by one
particular problem, Superintendent
Bollinger directs his efforts towards coordinating the activities
of his 243 member staff. Assisting
him in this task are an assistant
,aiperintenclent and five supervisors.
Some of the duties assigned the
department of buildings and
grounds include maintaining the
huildings, walkways and laws on
campus as well as supervising the
routine relocation of favulty mem./
bers to new offices each semester.
The handling of such special events
as registration, commencement and
On the beach, at the pool,
the honors convocation is also its
or in the sun.
responsibility.
You saw yourself and
so did others.
SE(’URITY ROSS
If you were even a little
Another area under Superintendisappointed come and
dent Bollinger’s julisrliction is that
see us.
of security. He stressed that the
We are only one block
from
campus
for your
six security officers on duty are
easy convenience.
not policemen and that they carry
We will create a program
no sidearms. "It is important to
for you to make that
remember that they are there for
"little disappointment"
disappear.
the safety of everyone," he added.
Bollinger is a lifetime resident
of the San Jose area. having
giown up in Cainpliell. An S.IS
graduate, he has worked at SJS
for more than 30 years, starting
as a property clerk in January,
1938. Before becoming superintendent he served as assistant superintendent for 23 years.
Pal me

tudents

calculating a noition

callfornla in 1947.

PI KAPPA ALPHA
has
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1-’11.1TEKNALISM

A e are looking for rirligre,it- torn. If Noll
Iiick \ larks or Stott I,eare iiite.1,teil
Faser at 297.999().

Have you really looked
at yourself recently?

BOB MANN’S

SAN JOSE
HEALTH
CLUB

SAUNA

INDIVIDUAL
PROGRAMS

Ex -Heroin Addict
To Discuss Drugs
of luroin
Th..

addict will be the highlight of discussion at 11 p.m. tomorrow, as
Jonah’s Wail begins its second
week of operation.
The coffee house, 300 S. 10th
St., is open from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
and will feature Sandy Sandstrom,
an ex-heioin addict, telling about
his experiences while he was
hooked on the drug.

NOMINAL
CHARGE

WEIGHT
REDUCTION
OR GAIN

NO CONTRACTS
CENTRAL
LOCATION

413 E. SANTA CLARA

295-9910

Kaydetts Plan

Afternoon Tea

RAY CHARLES

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17
Tickets $3.00, $4.00 and $5.00

Why Do You
Have A Poor
Memory

Sign -Up Deadline
Scheduled Oct. 19
For Law Exams
(laws hay, I.,.

9

Twelve Viets
Begin Study
Under AID

Friday.

wmyelManalWe

-

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
2nd & San Antonio

Available at

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
912 Town & Country Village Phone 246-1160
Hours. 10,00-5,30, Sat. 10-5

College Dept. (Spartan Tri-C)
9:4S a.m. - Morning Seminar
5:45 p.m. - Evening Forum
Meets at TriC Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

SPARTAN DAYS
SALE s
GET ACQUAINTED

PlYL

SPARTAN MARKET
now offering
FOLGERS COFFEE 1 lb. 75c, 2 lb. $1.39
Complete liquor section
NEW STORE HOURS

Sun.Thurs.
Fri. -

7

351 E. William
295-8227

a.m-12 p.m.

Sat. 7 a.m.- 1

a.m.

SPORTCOATS

SUITS ...

Examples from our new
fall arrivals.
$45.50 all wool herringbones.
35% Discount.1958
$52.50 all wool felted
flannel blazer.
35% Discount.$34 12
$59.50 Powerloomed
Shetlands.
35% Discount.$3868

Cet acquainted special.
Complete stock of natural shoulder suits including new fall arrivals
from $69.50 to $110.00.
NOW1/2

PRICE

Slacks . . . 3 Day Special A
All Dress Slacks
$14.95 to $32.50

Now 50% off 11

Sweaters . . new fall arrivals
in cardigans; v- neck, turtleneck and
35% DISCOUNT
crew pullovers.

Short Sleeve Sport Shirts

Values from
IF
$5 95 lo $8 95
PLUS ALL OTHER ITEFAS AT OUR REGULAR 35% DISCOUNT

posters

study aids
free press
berkeley barb
more than 60,000 titles
County’s Largest Selection of Paperbacks

KIT’S
BOOKS

8:30 & 11 a.m. - Morning Worship
7 p.m. - Evening Service

Dr. Clarence R. Sands,
Pastor
Barry Reiser,
’,knits, to Collegians

VAUGHN

West Pad. Plaza
Winchester at Payne

378-0400

Sunday 12 a.rn 12 p.m.
Mon. thru Set. 10 a.m.110 p.m.

No

Layaways

No

Exchanges

No Refunds

riow

.

$333

StudintS

3 DAYS ONLY

Faculty

THURS.-FRI.-SAT., OCTOBER 3-4-5
THURSDAY NITE ’TIL 9:00 P.M.
D tst OUNT ON Al
35.4

Employees

MERCHANDtsc
UNI%EfISI I Y SiEN’S SHOPS

SANK CRISIT CASH WILSOld

NU

Est I027
koNe
,,,,,,,
PALO ALM Yo.
111.4.1 ME...11

ea- AT SATHER GATE -a.
/1-1.11 FI all -Ill STREET

IIF

4SPAR-I
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Booters Face Cal Poly Tonight
San Jose State’s prudfleine
cer team will play host to t’al of
Poly rrf San Luis Obispo tonight Stal,
Crib,
at 8 in spartati s, ..litun.

fie;
i.1
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25c Spaghetti Di

Ili Rise 3-4-5, and Toad Hall
scferle(I AT() N A 2

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center

A.,1. 24.4 1.,..111,,41:-L;
WITH THIS
COUPON

Buy 1 Pizza
Get I

FREE

Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod

BRING THIS
COUPON

374 South 3rd Street

Sunday Services ot 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus
College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
A.

Rd.

San

J.

Brommer, Pastor 292-5404

N. A. Firnhaber, Vicar 294-7033

1
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No. 2 In 1\10tirlay’,

Saunders is the second player
to be lost this week because of
injuries. the other being tailback
Walt Shockleyf who is out fur the

tie (cintest. Ail ,,,ritne, \\All I,’145 pm
the last day for tennis
II (fairies nne-1 I i turned
Intranurral Offit.e.
II is Me last (lay tor 2-ntan
.]

. day

TONIC ROOM

L,..m. of my life," Alexakos conii.xakos
pounds and is
"I think that football players
\\
wally a stud," stated . play to their ability depending
\!.....tkos.
%cry strung and on their opponent’s ability. Not
I,
outstanding mobility for a man that we don’t give our best all
te, size. Hi, lateral niLivement is the time but there’s something
-,11,(-11). find/. his pass rush is just I special about playing against a
11.,,mh h. keep things interesting." I fellow like Ed White," said Alextor this game a akos.
i’,
Jivi I ,-.;41.1 ha\ e the best I.a.st week against Colorado’s
Aii-American tackle, Rick Buckley. White had a field day as he
nttily
rapped the young Buffalo
tackle.
SJS was given anothet jolt when
it WaS learned that defensive back
AI Saunders svill miss the Cal
game due to a head injury incurmi during practice Tuesday
afternoon. His availability is still
in question.
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Alexakos-White Grid Battle
To Highlight Bear Game
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.IL.
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SeaS011.

The game with Cal could be
closer than most people think.
A letdown by the Bears and hard
aggressive hitting by the Spartans
which is rated in the top 20 teams
e..:1(1 be enough to upset the team
Loth \vire servives.
’cal is a very physical team.
ey have great depth and are
f 3-diseiplined in the fundament ,is of foothall," said SJS coach

\till begin
volleyball he’stet’ ros\ II mends
... in not .[’laved on

1.111

-

(WI’

Om. 25.

SPARTAN GUARDSteve Aiexakos will have all he can
this Saturday when SJS meets California. Steve’s main job
to stop Cal’s All-American tackle Ed White.

Cal 3-0
vs.
SJS I -I
LARRY BLAKE’S
BERKELEY
r
\\ IN. LOSE. OR DRAW

handle
will be

II

Anderson.

SJS Water Polo Team
Seeks NorCal Crown

LL r1.1 "4111
141,1-1,1NIE 1’11’1 1
IN In It I{ 11’11,1\1 I I 1.

..,- mit on the become reality Saturday when the
I..fam at 4 p.m, today in two-day NorCal Tournament ends.
The Spartans, seeded No. 1,
’ tht FoothIll College pool.
drew a first round byc and play
Th( dremn is to be considered
the winner of the Olympic Clubthe top water polo team in NorthUniversity of California game, The
Califotnia The dream could
Spartans downed the Olympic Club
11 -ti in their season opener last
Friday.
Coach Lee Walton feels the team
is capable of winning the tournament and going on to bigger and
better things. "At this stage I
would have to say this team is
better than last year’s." The 1967
team was ranked third in the nation.
The bye puts SJS in the position
of needing only two wins to gain
the championship.
"All week the players have been
talking about being the top teazn
in Northern California," Walton
related.
Bill Gerdts and Greg Hind lead
the offensive stats, with three
goals each in the opening win.
On defense the Spartans are
paced by Dennis Lombard and Bob
Likins at goalie. Both otayers received All-American honors while
sharing the eage last year.
Vi’alton cited Gerdts, Dan Landon and Bruce Prefontaine for fine
sort Ittracablairsas
p(frformances after the opening
MatithleutruartelouS
. 1.:211
win. Landon and Prefontaine
RBI If WINCitER Mar
1111 SI Stil(15-1 ig6 fie
,,stred a goal each in the victory.
-

1,1
kRT 1,NS1
LARRY BLAKE’S
RESTAURANT & RATHSKELLER
TELEGRAPH AT DURANT IN BERKELEY
(

II 111)

Hewr an-Catholic Student Center
STAFF:

Father L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Bob Wilhelm
Judy Sausen
Shel Tracy

MASSES:

SUN. 5 p.m. St. Patrick’s
Church, 8th & Santa Clara
MON. thru THUR. 4 p.m.
Newman Center
FRI. I I :40 a.m. Newman
Center

79 S. FiT.th St

Tel. 295-1771

EVENINGS
MON. THRU THURS. 8:00 P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 8:30
SUN. 7:00 P.M.
MAT. WED., SAT., SUN
1:30 P.M.

"Kubrick’s special effects border on
the miraculousa quantum leap
in quality over any other science
fiction film ever made!."Newsweek Magazine
"A uniquely poetic piece of sci-fi...
hypnotically entertaining! Technically
and imaginatively it is staggering!"
The Nrw Yorker

"A brilliantly conceived cosmic

adventure...so spellbinding I
immediately went to
it again!"

’

Spartan Harriers
Meet Athens Club

Although common in ’lack, false
starts are rare in cross country.
But a false start or rather no
start at all delayed the SJS cross
country opening a week. The Spartans were to ()pen the season milli
the Athens Club last Saturday on
the Coyote Park c’ourse but the
Athens team was unable to compete and the meet had to be rescheduled for this weekend.
The meet is set for a course in
San FralleiSCO’S Golden C;ate Park
Saturday at 11 a.m.
Woo’

Cue Magazine
MGM ,w ,..

A

EUROPE

STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION

One W./

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
London to San Fianc_.15co

July

31,

August

5 and 12

San Francisco to Paris
August 27, September 5

San Francisco to Stockholm
August 3 I
A limited number of spacer,
are available for faculty, staff,
and studentl, of The California
State Colleges

Fare: $225 one way

SUPER PANAVISION

rnrr
METROCOLOR

_
- relPrinujui

For information:
Office of International Program
The California State Colleges
Arent,’
IWO
Franc.s,- Caltr mia 94132

Lytton Features
SJS Artists
Artists liont $.1S ari really
going places.
Mat. out of 12 artists participating in "New Talents ’68," an
exhibit v..hich opened Thesday in
Palo Alto’s Lytton Center of
VLsual Arts, are either graduates of the college or are attending SJS this semester.
Dennis Nolan, vito said his
"ant is to shock the mind, dazzle
the eye and satisfy the soul,"
received his master’s degree
from SJS this summer. His :30
foot painting entitled, "Quae
Fuerant Vitia, Mores Sunt," is
the largest work in the fiveweek show.
Currently working on his master’s, Stewart Baron will exhibit
three paintings in the show.
Baron won the Purchase Award
in the 1967 San Jose City College
Fine Arts Festival.
Fred Roster, a ceramic. sculptor who received his master’s
this summer, will display seven
porcelain sculptures and his
award-winning "Raffie’s Window
Box."
Roster’s wife, Laila, who graduated from SJS last January, is
currently exhibiting some of her
works at Stockbridge Gallery in
Atherton. Laila wilt show eight
watercolors.
Sculptor Jeff Sanders will display several of his smaller works
of plexiglass at Lytton. Sanders,
who is working on his master’s,
said of his present work, "Surface space and reflection melt
into the object to create a
higher order of environment or
involvement."
"New Talents ’68" will include
four paintings by Richard Wilson. Wilson, who received his
master’s degree in painting, said
"particular attention has been
given to converting the picture
space into the appearance of
colored light; and introducing
geometric form to give a sense
of movement."
A set of plexiglass boxes with
silk screened images on the rows
of plexiglass panels mounted inside by Robert Batten are also
included in the art show.
Batten has won two awards
from the Crocker Gallery’s 14th
Annual Show and the Santa
Clara Comity Fair last year. He
is presently working on his master’s degree at SJS.

904’
Look who’s
sewed up
quality and
style.

A

,t 111I’.

1,1

/I

Was :a/Carded
David B...
"Best of Silos\ at the United
Nations Art Festival. His five
sculptures in the exhibit are
large constructions of steel and
plexiglass with cut out strips and
bands of color. Bottini said.
"There is one main stimulus in
my work - mountains."
Yoka Drion’s seven prints in
the exhibit are landscape paintings ranging in size from four
square inches to 12 by 30 inches.
Currently Yoka is workin g
toward her master’s in painting.
Lytton Gallery, on the corner
of University and Emerson, Palo
Alto, is open from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday through Thursday
und 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Fridays.

Pleasure Faire
Opens Tomorrow
Elizabethan merr y -making,
fine craft wares and Olde Engall be part
lish atmosphere
of Alarin County’s Renaissance
Pleasure Faire an Ha’Penny
Market which opens tomorrow
for a three week-end run.
Visitors to "Crossroads in the
Wood" should take Highway 101
to the Marin Civic Center exit,
north of San Rafael. Parking is
available in the Civic Center
parking lot with a shuttle bus
to the Faire grounds.
Tickets are $2.75 for adults
and $1.00 for children under 12.

To) kill a
) Mockingbird
Starring Gregory Peck
and Brock Peters

FRIDAY FLICKS
Morris Dailey Auditorium
7:00 & 10:00 p.m. 45 cents
Presented by

ALPHA RHI OMEGA
NATIONAL SERVICE
FRATERNITY

Just four !docks
from campus

"PET-ocaor4.AA

J.9.L.

Purc virgin wool. Four generations of skill. Constant dedication to quality. They all add UD. To
the famous Pendleton’shirt.
$14
se
Y.

h

Albee Play
At Civic

Friday.

"Who s Afraid of Virginia
Woolf," Edward Albee’s award
winning drama, will open tonight at 8:30 in San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
’rhe San Jose Theater Guild
production will run Friday and
Saturday evenings through Oct.
19.
Winner of the 1962-63 season
New York Drama Critic’s Circle and Tony Awards, "Virginia
Woolf" deals with the problems
of illusion and reality in modern
society.
Set in a quiet New England
College, the emotion charged
drama depicts the aftermath ol
a faculty party and the resulting upheaval in the lives of the
charactem.

her only
peaLit,.

SALE!

*-4.ti:r vs. 13%11.V--5

SO% To 80% Off!
PIta

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevenx Creek & Winehrsiter
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY

k

TRIPLE BLUE CHIP STAMPS

Weekend Concerts
si..... will make
’hem California an-iiight in concert at
Jose Cis
Audi-

.

tornii
A Cree Indian, Miss SainteMarie composes many of the
songs she sings. ’rhey include
t raditional ballads, Soul hern
play-party tunes. blues, protest,
pup and the Nashville sound.
Her best-known compositions
are "Universal Soldier." "Until
It’s Time For You To Go" and
"Now That The Buffalo Ar,
Gone."

1.1rri.11,11
itgrit
g rill p
Tier
’Cream.’ widely acclaimed for
its exciting electronic Annul and
inventb.e musical style, will
make ils only Northern Calitonna concert appearance tonight at the Oakland Coliseum
Arena as part of a farewell tour
prior to disbanding this year.
Cream has had such single
hits as "Sunshine of Your Love"
and "Strange Brew," and their
albums ’’’rhe Fresh Cream" and
"Disraeli Gears" have sold wide., ....long teenagers and college
.,..1..nts alike.

the Magic If flirt! is -fillrt

BOB’S 1A101 SERVICE
corner of 13th and Santa Clarki
A

XEROX
COPIES

LOWER THAN STANDBY!
AVOID BLACKOUT DATES!

10c

DC-8 JET CHARTER
TO NEW YORK
Leaves Oakland Dec. 20

20,000 New Books
From Our Warehouse

r&Books Inc.

October 4. lOAS

3b South Fourth Street

Returns Jan. 5

RESERVE NOW! LIMITED SPACE!
For application form, phone or write

SUMMER
EUROPE
Charter Flights
Now Set

T-M TRAVEL

WO., for
nsforrnetion.
Reserve early!

$134 "

ILLIS PRINTING COMPANY

plus Sus

60 N. First St., San Jose

San Jose, California
295-2535
Between Santa Clara Street and the College
on Fourth Street

Phone (408) 293-1033

YOU FORGOT
TO ENROLL IN YOUR
MOST IMPORTANT
CLASS!

tail perfectly with all scholastic classes. And you will find that
the time you put into Reading Dynamics comes back manyfold before the eight weeks are up.
Reading Dynamics is an incredible educational
breakthrough. It’s the delmitive rapid reading method in the
world today. Their graduates consistently surpass the 450 to
600 word per minute rates aspired to by conventional reading
courses. Most Reading Dynamics exaduates read between 1,000
and 3,000 words per minute. Many go higher, and all understand and appreciate what they read at these staggering speeds.
Free Reading Dynamics Mini -Lesson
How does Reading Dynamics do what we say it does?
That’s for us to know and you to find out ... at one of the free
Reading Dynamics Mini-Lessons listed below. During these
exciting, hour-long sessions, we’ll tell you the naked truth about
Reading Dynamics. And since we dress up the bare facts with
some free instruction, you’ll probably leave the Mini-Lesson
reading a little faster than when you came in. Of course, if you
want to read a /or faster for the rest of your life, you’ll return
for the full Reading Dynamics course.

And you had better believe it. Because throughout
your college career, you’ll spend over 5,000 hours with your
nose in a book doing, just your required reading. That’s if you
are a "normal" student with a reading rate of 250 to 400 words
per minute. And you know, that’s a shame. because if you had
enrolled in the revolutionary Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
course you could save at least 3,700 of those hours.
For five years now the Reading Dynamics Institute
has guaranteed to at least triple your reading speed or refund
your entire tuition. Thousands of Bay Area students have taken
up our offer and are now reading 3 to 10 times faster. Results?
Hundreds, even thousands, of hours of irreplaceable free time
for you to invest as you choose: campus social activities, "want
to" courses, making love not war, raising your grade point average, or a part-time job. Just think, if you could cut 3,700 hours
off your required reading time and invested only 2,500 of those
hours in a job that paid $1.75 an hour, you could earn $4,375.
So wise up. Put the remarkable Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course at the top of your schedule for the new
term. The course takes just eight weeks and is designed to dove-

he
nin
rk

SAN JOSE STATE SPECIAL MINI-LESSON REGISTRATION
MORMON RELIGIOUS INSTITUTE
436 E. San Fernando, San Jose
Friday

8 P.M.

MINI -LESSONS ALSO BEING GIVEN IN:
SAN JOSE

Reading Dynamics Inst., 1290 N. First St.,
Thursday & Friday 3:30 P.M. & 8 P.M. Saturday 10:30 A.M.

PALO ALTO Reading Dynamics Inst., Stanford Professional Crib...
770 Welch Rd.,
Thursday & Friday 3:30 P.M. & 8 P.M.
Saturday 10:30 A.M.

r__
FVELYN WOOF)

PERFORMANCE WARRANTY
The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
pledges to increase a student’s reading efficiency by at least three times. The Institute
will refund a pupil’s entire tuition if, after
completing minimum class and study requirements, he fails to triple his reading efficiency
as measured by our beginning and ending
tests. Reading efficiency combines rate and
comprehensionnot speed alone.

t

13

READING
DYNAM ICS
INSTITUTE

San Francisco
Fos Plaza
1390 Market St
6264095

San lose
1290 N. First
293.8881

Palo Alto
770 Welch Road
32/.1991

Nerkele,

2118 MASA
549.0211

Walnut Creek
1375 locust St.
933.183/

sacrament.

Santa Rosa
1212 4th St.
S42-6647

Fresno
485.8801

2015 1St.
444-8277

SL

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute, Dept. 46
1924 Franklin St., Oakland, Cal. 94612

I
Ereoutive Mkt&
Oakland
1924 Franklis
635.4200
San Rafael
Met, opo I a an Bldg.
668 Las Gallows
429.40/0

I

0 Please send descriptive folder and schedule of
claim in my area.
IE1 Nese send information on company classes.
9/30/68
I
Name
AddreSg
Phone
City
Zip
State
I

1

L

_____
_.I

it’s back to school time ... find
an apartment and ...

’Th]

FURNITURE
SPECIAL STUDENT PLAN:
Direct

to

Month

Tenant

No

Delivery in 48 hours

to

Month

Co -Signers

4TITTA4

vRENTAL CORR

Morse

734.2440

Sunnyvale

Ave.

Spartaguide

TODAY
Persian Student Association.
2:30 p.m., 11E1. F:lection of officers.
The Muslim Students Association, 12:30 p.m., LN201. F’riday
prayers.
. SJS Ski Club, 7:15 p.m.. Fourth
and San Carlos Streets. Ice skatBring
ing trip to Sunnyvale
cars
everyone welcome.
8
p.m.,
NEL
Dr.
Ron
Psi Chi,
Jones, head of the Suicide end
Crisis Committee of Santa Clara
Valley, will be the guest speaker.
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 & 10 p.m.,
Monis Dailey Auditorium. Friday
Flicks presents: "To Kill a Mockingbird," shirring Gregory Peck.
p.m. to 1
Spartan Mock 7
a.m., in the Women’s Gym. Fun
night and dance. Music by the
Saint James Express. Donation.

A- YENEnA
trorn $250.

4

B-AADORA
from s 0.

A_q. Carved
eonANtiCA naksiOND RINGS
Add the right kind of mood music, and there is the evening to remvmher forever. The most precious part of the
evening comes with that small personal ceremony in
which the ArtCarved diamond engagement ring is removed from its eaRe and placed on her finger. And when
the champagnt and soft lights are distant, the sparkling
ArtCarved keeps; reflecting love. If that special evening
see emir ArtCarved collection soon.
is in your

Hulas
/wean,. Art Carved Jeweler

BIBI ANDERSSON
NUNN etwAterin.

TECHNICOLOR

in Edvard GreigiS

NEED INDUSTRIAL ARTS
with Art minor- or equiv. for
work. Call 253-0888.
PROFESSORS WIFE needs
mother’s helper & for light
Must have trans. Good pay.
ext. 2589 or leave name in
#I3.

MAJOR
partaime
girl as
housewk.
Call SJS
Build. 0,

LIVE-IN HOUSEBOY: 21 or over. Home
for the aized. 11:00 p.m. -9:00 a.m. Call
295.1748.

UP. DIV. OR GRAD. MALE: Private EXP. CHILD CARE in my home. Fenced
rrri. Or
& Bd. Close to campus. 117 in play yard. Call 286-6739. Near campus on 7th St.
N. 5th. See Mrs. Block, 293-4275.
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share TV’s FOR RENT. Special Student rates.
2 bdrm. apt. with pool. $46.25/mon. $8.00 and $9.00 per month. Call 3772935.
576 S. 5th #27. Call 295-4236 aft. 4.
STUDIO APT. for female 1/2 block from :At 7391786896P. LACES for rent 1/2 block
carnpus. $60. Call 297-6433 before 6 from campus. Contact Mr. Langdon
Pm
THE INTERNATIONAL HOUSE Now TYPING. Electric typewriter, experirenting for male & females. 596 S. enced. 40c per page/10c per carbon.
Call 266-4527.
tOth or call 293-9877.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed. 2 bdrm. FREE LANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for any
house. $55/mo. Call 293.0881 and 287- photographic need. Excellent quality at
reasonable rates. Call evenings for Rich
1659.
Kelso. 296.7992.
CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY
rings for getting engaged, married.
LOST AND FOUND 16)
:herring water. George Larimore. Old
Town, lc,s Getos. 354.8804.
FOUND: Rc,sery in parking lot on 9th
St. I. D. to claim. Call 297-9363.
TRANiPORTATION ISO
LOST: PUPPY, Sept. I8th. Black Labrador Mix. White chest. long tail, long
snout. Please call 298.2493 or 293-9320. RIDE DESPERATELY NEEDED from Palo
A,to to Tuesday night class. Will share
Reedy.
LOST: BLACK KITTEN. 5 months old expenses. Call Janie 326-4880.
area of 12th and San Carlos. on Wed., NEED RIDE from Santa Clare Civic
Center Area. MWF 9:304:20; TTh 9-3.
Sept. 25th, Call 287.5039. Reward.
LOST DOG: Dalmation (white with Share expenses. Call 296.0174.
black spots) Last seen near campus RIDE FROM SJS to east side SJ at
3:30 p.m. M -F. Share expenses. Call
:+n Sept. 29. Neese call 287,1855.
251.5248 evenings.
PERSONALS (7)

pr

MYRTLE: I’ll come back to you if you’ll
HOUSING (5)
wash and wax your car at Astor’s Coition Auto Wash. 732 S. 1st. Pete.
cr rm. + OUR RATHSKELLER is out of sight.
SR. or GRAD: fr
Bd. 2 blocks from Library. Cali Rick Larry Blake’s in Berkeley. Good Luck
at 739.7447.
San Jose Spartans.
FEMALE: I female upper division room- DESIRE TWO GIRL companions for
mate to share 2 bedrm. apt. $45/mo. weekend camping trip. If interested
phone John, 322-6730 after 6 p.m.
Call 287.3521.

Vi

mi
do
pr
ha

To Placc
an ad:

SERVICES 18)
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
ESCHE’E. Free delivery, free service.
No contract. Call 251-2598.
IYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.
experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Ever;
enced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2
mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec.
trio. Masters - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. See Jose.

T
CO

Come to:

CO

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

Li
ta

ne
sh

pr

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

1
s t

r

CLEVER PERSUASIVE upper division
coeds. Earn from $3.75 per hr. Own
hrs. 5 hr. wk. maw. 259-9285, 6-7 p.m

A

Tues.-Thurs.

Pt

10:30-12:30

FEMALE: Cocktail Waitress bet. 21 &
;,-tive. Hrs. I 1 a.m, & 2:30 P.m,
2‘.
AI
-^ 2 ASS ri Camino, Santa
r

’Song of Norway.’
.: : :
ss

4)1 1,1’1\1)11G 1ST lit \ 4:01111’
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1.11IT blight of the l’hoettis
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l’011IT
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Minimum
Three Mos
One day

3
4
5
6

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add thls
amount for
each addi
bona! line

One day

-TA-

Send

in

handy order blank.

Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily

(k-

Classifieds.

(
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Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
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l’THE HEAVENLY f3oGY WE WANT YO 5TUDY TONiTE 14 ONLY
VISIBI-5 FOR 1-lORT Praia* OF -nmE."
tc

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad hers:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each Ilne)

Two days Three days Four days Pre days

2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

ri.,
..’’’

.50

2.50
-ITS- 2.40
3.00
2.90
2.75
3.40
3.50
3.25
3.75 -17,9ir -4-.-00
.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Announcements (1)
Ll Automotive (2)
"" Ant Ca.,. cr

5

watts,

CLASSIFIED RATES

§
I

SPECIAL JURY AWARD
WINNER AT VENICE
FILM FESTIVAL’

9:30-11:30

ea? . wrest,
? ue exec
PAR. N I r.

F. .A. ,,C,;Um eL T.Y MEMBER nneds licensed
...,,, tr, ,3n for small basement ’fedi,
e Neer campus. Cali Bob at 286.0341

GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS
.‘
’’ , P1r1 SIMI, work. Choose your own hours.
Z.t I No exp. necessary. $2.00 to start. Call
s I Mr Wendell at 287.0292.
s’.

SEARCH FOR PEACE

MWF

PrrZNoriq
oE
irrea-EnN6
clertnag on
mour pain+
ck

WANTED: Girls for Photographic Art
Models. to help student in photography
Call John at 297.4762.

TECHN1SCOPE

Four-Part Exploration Into The Power
Of gusic To Bring Peace On Earth

11? S
Ill’allr

GIRLS, Need a job? Good hrs., good
pay, part-time work - Hostess for
Mobil Gas Station. Call 297.9621.

BAEY SIT, ME, 3.6:30, SI5 a wk. Call
after 7 p.m. 359-2044. My home VS
mi. East of White Rd. 7 mi. from SJS.

As beau’’ ul
film as ’ELVIRA MADIGAN’...photographed
entirel/ in the breathtaking Land of the Midnight Sun...

Cliasta

MATH TUTOR needed in Analytic
Geometry & Calculus by Santa Clara
MBA student: three hours weekly; fee
open. Call 294.6414, ext. 2610 behyeen
12:30 & 2:00 MTThF.
WAN OR WOMAN. Full or Parf.time
according to your school sched. Ice
Cream Vending Truck Route. 30-50%
Comm. Good earnings. 358 N. Mont.
gomery. 297.4228. 9.11 a.m. Mr. Elliott.
GIRLS FOR housework in aged board
ing home. SataWed. either 9.2 or 4-11.
Call 295-1748.

YOUNG LADIES, N
rnrsonalities.
Irnn
r - I-. Top Salary + Bonus.
W.. -;
Dianer Club Memberships.
Part urne S to 9 p.m. 245-8000.

produced by AB Sandrew
co-starring LIV ULLMANN

Zs

{.-,t,trtrrtyrnirril

MUSICIANS WANTED to form big
dance band. Call Mr. Torres at 2514455 days or 292-1845 after 7 p.m.
SARATOGA FAMILY needs student to
exchange room & board for part-time
baby sitting. Cell 354-3827.

HELP WANTED lei

Presents

‘‘S+10eT
ts THE
SIMPPER’’

\1 1 ’1, 1 I \ ;

for only $1.25
located one
tor throm- or you who are still a little lost, Nielerr
block mirth of the engineering building 1111 Ilth and Santa I lira.
Watch for future specials from Nick
#
"Wil# 11/14 11(1140"
# I

LITTLE MANAThl CAMPUS

JARL KULLE

shaw film distributors

\

7-

’DEAR JOHN"

POIO.Acrewo.

S liSt011 211 ’/IS

CHEVY, 2 door Impala. 3 speed
sharp. Good runner. $475 eve.
Csli 257.5730.
PONTIAC Grand Pr,X. Excellent
.0. sell/moving. Call 227-

S

Swectiokimmatitto!

la;lAirl
1111kAETIVIii-k1

V

Now that registralion is over why not celebrate
lor try 10 forget as !he case may be) at Nick’s?
Ile, or mutilate this ad out.
Just bend. fold, si
and firing it with you to Nick’s between 3 P.M.
and 7 P.M. tonight or Saturday night, and lien,
is what you will get:

63 TEMPEST V8. auto trans. exc. int., HI-RISE DORM contract for sale im
rn $9r0. 545 S. 7th Apt. mediateily. Contact Rm. #803A Hi - LENZ ARTS. 20% off on Art Supplies.
Rise or phone: 293.9680. Melinda 695 30th Ave. Santa Cruz. (408) 475.
Krceker.
9334. Free Delivery.
APT. FOR RENT to 4 girls. 2 bdrm., 2 FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES,
FOR SALE 1 3 /
bath, $200. Contact mgr. 508 S. 11141, Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
z‘." 1 br tween 5-7 p.m.
styles. 948 1781.
HEAD STANDARD
centi
meters & Marker bind, ; - reasonable
,.h.see. $75 nr nicer,
29R5013.
SURFBOARD. Excellent beginners
bcard. 9 V. Original Resin. Call Cathy
at 286-1914.
USED WOMANS BICYCLE. $25. Good
:enditior. 286-5199.
FENDER JAG. Guiter wirickbr. finish
rase. Bnautiful. $200. Also Eoirthone
Bass - $150. Call Allen nr Rirh. 297

A PROVOCATIVE LOVE STORY..
filmed in beautiful Scandinavia !!

1’11

,0\

pitcher of beer for only 51.00
and
One-half fried chicken and french hread

r

4friERIC4N PREMIERE EiVVIOEMENT

inimor’aliz,d

//41,11+)11. ’/.10

Large

HOUSE FOR RENT: 31/2 Bedrooms.
$250 per month. 4 to 6 girls or Sr.
CORVETTE, 375 HP. F. I. Factory rneles. Part. furnished,
2951255. 665
.
two tops, AM -FM, Irn 10th.
cond., $2895, 269-4498.
RAMBLER Arees.sa . $125. Call SJS STUDENT & Wife will share lovely
Redwood City home. $100/mo. pays for
lg. yard, patio, fireplace. lg. bdrm..
, 66 HONDA r.5 Super Hawk. Like new. food & utilities.
Friends always welcome.
nosit will hold until If interested lets talk over coffee. 1217
286.8510.
Alameda Ave. Redwood City. 369-8837.
o0 VOLKSWAGEN w/sunroof. runs
DESPERATELY NEEDED: I female roomo $300. 296.3099.
mate (over 21) to share 2 bedrrn. 2
63 PONTIAC LE MANS 2 door bhp,. bath apt. near school.
$57.50/mo. Call
---.d cond. Call 287-0742.
’

NOI.A! PLAYING TOWNE EXCLUSIVE

A ’

/11

PRESENTS
TIIE IRM 360 SPECIAL,

TIII-F

SUNDll, OCTOBER tali
9:45 A.31. NIOHNING SEND \
ileirth Bible study
"The Despised Etaablishmenr - thr time ril
5:45 P.’.11. EVI:NING E0111 \I
Dela
Time of discussion and
FONIO
Boni AT TRI-C BLDG. 3H1) &
9:00 l’.31. Sing after the ese. iso e at
So. iith, Apt II

WEDNESDAY
1958
Phrateres International. 6:15 extra
nir-gs
, p.m., Memorial Chapel. Formal
1962
t)lerlise initiation. All pledges mUst r
be there by 6 p.m.
94y
, THURSDAY
1965
, American Society of Chit Engl- A ..
re,
rneers, 7:30 p.m., E327. Film titled
1960

FUN VW MO

’,.

t,x1

tch Pizza

rtIonal Reform. 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.,
;in Cafeteria A & B. All school
’Gripe Session. Dr. Hobert Burns,
academic vice president, to air
griPes and answer questions from
members in the audience. Sportsorerl by the A.S.B.

SPIRTIN

TOMORROW
Jonah’s Wasik 11 p.m., at Jonah’s
Wail, 10th and San Carlos Streets.
"Sandy," ex-hetoin addict and
head of Pathway. will lead question and answer period on
"Heroin."
Weekend Co-Ree., 12:30 to 4:30
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)
p.m., in the Women’s Gym. Join
the fun and "Blow-up" with mu.sic
NEW YORK TIMES subscription. Call
by the "Guilded Cage."
Arter 6. 295.6481 or 296for de.
SUNDAY
5985.
The Muslim Students Associa- POETS ARISE: Coming soon PENNYtion, 6 p.m., F:D210. Weekly Qur- EACH POEMS. Leave work at New
Coliege office, 414 E. William or Ed
anic studies meeting,
Augusts 640 Clara Vista, Santa Clara.
Kaydette Corp*, 12:30 p.m., MacWANT MARVEL COMICS? Sure you
Quanie Hall, third floor. Rush tea do! I’ve got them: Spiderman, Fantastic
for interested coeds.
Four, Mighty Thor. 10,000 on hand. all
Phrateres International, 2 to 4 titles, o;cl and new. I also buy, so clean
your closet! Drop in at 40 E. San
out
p.m., at the barbeque pits on camFernando: Buy, sell, trade. 11-6 Mon.
pus. All interested coeds may at- thru Sat.
tend the ice cream social.
LONELY over the weekend? Want to
talk to boys and girls? Dial 211. Talk
MONDAY
between recorded message. Time: Fri.,
Alpha Phi Omega, 6 p.m., HEE
Sat. & S,rn. from 4.6 p.m.
Important. All actives be on time.
AFTER THE GAME, winners and losers
Alphas Phl Omega, 7:30 p.m., soll beer together at Larry Blake’s
HE1. Pledge initiation. All college Rathskeller ;n Berkeley.
1
men weleome.
AUTOMOTIVE 12/
Student California Teachers Alh
social Ion, 4 p.m., ED348. Membership for undergraduates is now be- ’60 FALCON. Excellent condition, exBest offer. Call
cept it doesn’t run.
ing accepted in ED325. Join now! 287-3974 after 5 p.m.
S.IS Mountaineering Club, 7 p.m.,
65 WARDS 50cc Sport Bike. Rebuilt
S326. Organizational meeting. For engine. $110 or trade for work car.
241.3768. After 6 p.m.
inforrnation call 294-3879.
Spartan Chinetse Club, 9 to 11 ’68 BRIDGESTONE cycle, 350cc/40 h.p.
Speed, ask $695. Bob Jones. 1133
6
p.m., at the. east field volleyball
Harker. Palo Alto. 325-2936/742-2984.
courts. Chinese Mid-Autumn Moon
’61 MGA Roadster. New Tires, Radio.
Festival. Mooncakes 25 cents and
Heater and low mileage. A good buy.
lots of folk singing.
Cail 374-C229.

Shaw International Theatres

’

"The Invisible E" and "Adventures
In Civil Engineering" will be
shown. All interested in Engineering are invited.
C’hristian Science 0.vanizatIon,
8 p.m.. Metnoriai Chapel.
3:41114.a.
A.S.B. CruninhotIon

Friday, October 4, 196R

Spartan Daily Classifieds
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0 Help Wanted (4)
HousIng (5)
r" Lost an, rsund (6)

0 Personals (7)
D services (8)
1:2 Trartsportation.(9)

is
ti

Days

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed Is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
95114
SAN lOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
Masa allew 2 days after plating for ad Is rpm.

